DOI Library Interlibrary Loan Request Form

Department of the Interior employees may fax [(202-208-6773)] or mail [U.S. Department of the Interior Library, ILL, MS 1151, 1849 C Street, NW, Washington, DC 20240] the following form. Limit to ten requests at a time. Provide as much information as possible. Use a separate form for each item requested.

**Book**

Title:_________________________________________________________________________
Author:__________________________________________________________________________
Publisher:______________________Date of Publication:________________Pages:__________
DOI Library Call No.______________________________________________________________

**Journal/Periodical**

Article Title:___________________________________________________________________
Author:__________________________________________________________________________
Journal Title:____________________________________________________________________
Month/Day/Year:________________Vol/Number:______________________ Pages:_________
DOI Library Call No.______________________________________________________________

**Your Information**

Name:________________________________________Phone:___________________________
Bureau:__________________Address:___________________________________________
......................................................................................................................................................

Library Use Only:
Date Received:_________________Call #:___________________OCLC#:___________________
Not in Collection:_____________Not on Shelf:______________Do External ILL:_____________
Number of Request:_______________________(e.g. 2 of 4)